Abstract
Driving behaviors change over the lifespan, and some of these changes influence how a driver allocates visual attention. The present study examined the allocation of glances during single-task (just driving) and dual-task highway driving (concurrently tuning the radio using either visual-manual or auditory-vocal controls). Results indicate that older drivers maintained significantly longer single glance durations across tasks compared to younger drivers. Compared to just driving, visual-manual radio tuning was associated with longer single glance durations for both age groups. Off-road glances were subcategorized as glances to the instrument cluster and mirrors (“situationally-relevant”), “center stack”, and “other”. During baseline driving, older drivers spent more time glancing to situationally-relevant targets. During both radio tuning task periods, in both age groups, the majority of glances were made to the center stack (the radio display). However, compared to visual-manual task periods, during the auditory-vocal periods, significantly more glances were made to situationally-relevant targets and fewer glances to the radio display. These results suggest that, while the auditory-vocal interface pulls some resources away from the forward roadway, it produces glance allocation profiles more similar to baseline driving. As with single-task driving, during the auditory-vocal radio task, older drivers made significantly longer glances off-road (173ms longer, on average), than younger drivers. These findings suggest that the assessment of glance behavior during on-road driving should consider that not all glances away from the forward roadway are necessarily “off-road”, i.e. diversions from driving-related attention.

Introduction
Modern technologies increasingly feature voice interfaces for user interaction, such as Apple’s Siri, Google Voice, Microsoft’s Cortana, and Amazon’s Alexa. While these major technology companies represent the leading edge of this technology, voice interfaces can also now be found in something as mundane as a cable television remote control. Many voice implementations are found in the automotive space, and consumers have come to expect access to various complex “infotainment” features from within their vehicles. Such systems include a number of OEM in-dash implementations, which offer a mix of visual-manual and/or touchscreen controls, as well as options for voice command. Likewise, Apple’s CarPlay and Google’s Android Auto connect a user’s smartphone to the in-dash screen to present a specialized interface for the smartphone’s functions, and emphasize a mixture of auditory-vocal and visual-manual controls to varying degrees.

Voice interfaces are of particular interest in the automotive sector, since they are generally presumed to allow the driver to perform secondary infotainment functions while more easily maintaining visual attention to the driving scene. Their expected benefit is straightforward-if the driver can perform secondary tasks without having to manipulate buttons or look at screens, this should allow for a driver to be oriented towards the road in a manner more similar to single-task driving. This presumably reduces the potential for distraction and increases attentiveness to the roadway in a way expected to promote safe operation.

While this expected benefit is appealing, data in support of it varies, depending upon the way in which voice systems are implemented, and the way in which they are evaluated. In recent years, the implementation of voice interfaces in the vehicle has evolved as its application has broadened. Not all implementations of voice are the same [9], and “voice-based” tasks should not be treated or evaluated as a single, monolithic group. Voice, as a modality, is used in a variety of ways in modern HMIs, resulting in more complex and multimodal sets of demands on driver resources (demands that are
not always just auditory or vocal, but may include visual and touch components as well) [17]. Given how quickly this segment of technology for in-vehicle use is evolving, more up-to-date evaluations of the effects of voice-based tasks are needed.

Over the last fifteen years, several different approaches have been taken to examine the effect of voice interactions on driver behavior and/or cognitive distraction. One of the earliest studies in this area showed that, in a simulated driving task using a production-level interface, both younger (21-35) and older (55-70) participants took less time to complete a variety of tasks when using voice controls as opposed to steering wheel-based controls, but that both control schemes took longer than traditional console controls. Peripheral detection degraded more when using manual controls compared to voice controls, and detection was worse in both conditions compared to baseline driving [3,8]. In another PC-simulator study, it was shown that task completion times were markedly higher for voice interfaces compared to their manual equivalents, though glance behavior was not examined specifically [6]. A field study indicated that voice interfaces, in comparison to visual-manual equivalents, appeared to result in reduced mean off-road glance duration and total off-road glance time, and an associated increase in percentage of time spent looking at the forward roadway [4].

In an early examination of the Ford SYNC™ in-vehicle system [18] in a driving simulator, it was found that voice interfaces were quite advantageous compared to manual controls, producing reductions in task completion time, off-road glance time, and standard deviation of lane position. However, these results should be interpreted with some caution. Approximately 7% of trials were excluded from analysis due to difficulty using the interface. Moreover, the comparison tasks across modalities were not always equivalent. For example, the manual text messaging task asked drivers to type in the message, while the vocal equivalent had users select a message from a predefined list. Another on-road study of the SYNC interface [12] showed that, in comparison to handheld operation, contact dialing and track playing tasks using the voice interface interfered less with vehicle control, were completed faster, and received lower self-reported mental demand scores on the NASA-TLX workload rating. Manual secondary tasks were also associated with more frequent and longer duration glances off the forward roadway, while auditory-vocal equivalents had glance behaviors more consistent with those in baseline single-task driving.

Studies utilizing “Wizard-of-Oz” voice interfaces, in which a voice interface is mimicked through experimenter-deployed audio in response to the driver, have shown a mixture of findings. A test track study [15] showed that, when using a voice interface, several metrics of driver behavior deteriorated, though visual behavior could not be directly assessed owing to unreliability in the eye tracking hardware. A follow-up study, also conducted on a test track [14], showed similar degradations across all voice tasks, though performance was better than when drivers were also asked to use a map for navigation.

At least one study has found that while voice-based tasks took longer to complete than their manual equivalent, there were no significant differences in measures of visual attention, including a peripheral detection task [23]. However, this study was conducted on a closed course and may not fully reflect real-world driving conditions.

This brief review indicates that voice controls tend to keep the driver’s eyes on the forward roadway to a greater degree than manual controls. However, this behavior is still somewhat different from single-task driving under ordinary driving conditions. The majority of these studies employ driving simulator or test track setups, which do not fully replicate the stresses and nuances of on-road driving in the real world. Therefore, evaluation of contemporary voice-based interfaces under on-road driving conditions would be of interest for understanding how this evolving HMI technology is affecting drivers.

National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) guidelines for the assessment of visual-manual distraction during in-vehicle task performance make a number of assumptions designed to aid replicable testing [11]. The guidelines assume the use of a driving simulator and a relatively simple driving scene, which in turn affects the assumptions governing the calculation of glance behavior metrics. For example, the guidelines state that any glance off of the forward roadway, whether to the in-vehicle device or to situational targets such as rearview or side mirrors, is to be regarded as an off-road glance: “The duration of an individual glance is determined as the time associated with any eye glances away from the forward roadway. Due to the driving scenario [a simulated environment], eye glances to the side of the roadway or to the vehicle’s mirrors are expected to be minimal” (p. 24888, Section VI.F.1). The analytical assumption is perhaps that, during the test evaluation of a task in the prescribed simulator scenario, any glance off of the forward roadway, or the vast majority of them, represents a reallocation of visual attention to a non-driving task. However, in a real-world driving context on the road, such an assumption would likely not apply, since in real world driving behavior, glances to mirrors or the instrument cluster often represent the driver’s “situationally-relevant” sampling of information needed to assess traffic, and to perform immediate navigation and headway control tasks—even while interleaving the performance of secondary tasks. Drivers’ sampling behavior to collect “situationally-relevant” information has been shown to vary as a function of task type. In an on-road study examining visual scanning when drivers were engaged in a visual-manual task compared to single-task driving, drivers tended to sample different environmental elements to achieve awareness of the driving situation between the two task conditions [24]. Under the higher load imposed from the increased visual demand of visual-manual tasks, drivers placed greater emphasis on, and thus sampled more, elements related to vehicle control tasks. These results are consistent with the more generalized finding that when under task load, even load induced from auditory-vocal tasks, drivers often shed what they believe to be non-critical scanning of peripheral regions and narrow or focus their scanning more tightly on those areas immediately surrounding the vehicle [5,7,21].

This effect of task load inducing drivers to focus their gaze on areas specific to performance of control functions is expected to vary dependent on expertise. As compared to novice drivers, more experienced drivers are known to concentrate their gaze in a smaller area on the forward roadway and to increase their sampling frequency to mirrors [10,22]. Therefore, an age comparison is expected to show differences in visual scanning behavior.

In the present study, we examine a sample of 60 drivers (split equally between younger and older cohorts) as they engage in highway driving behaviors. This sample is drawn from a larger study of driver
responses to the use of an in-vehicle voice system [16]. Glance behavior and task completion time metrics are analyzed during extended periods of single-task driving and during the concurrent performance of a radio tuning task using both visual-manual controls and the auditory-vocal equivalent via the SYNC system. We present statistical analyses of age cohort and task modality effects. In addition, we subdivide off-road glances for a deeper examination of glances that may be situationally-relevant or device-centric.

Methods

Participants
Study participants in two age cohorts (20-29 and 60-69) were recruited from the greater Boston area. Participants were required to possess a valid driver’s license, to have had their license for more than three years, to drive on average three or more times per week, and to be in self-reported reasonably good health for their age. A research assistant verified that participants clearly understood and spoke English. Individuals were excluded if they had been involved in a police-reported accident in the past year, had a major medical illness resulting in hospitalization in the past 6 months, had a diagnosis of Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, dementia, mild cognitive impairment, or other neurological problem, or had a history of cardiac disease or diabetes. Participants were informed that the expected duration of the study was four to four and a half hours, including approximately two hours of on-road driving. Compensation was $90. All participants provided informed consent, consistent with guidelines set forth by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Institutional Review Board.

A total of 60 participants are included in the final analysis, equally split between the younger (20-29) and older (60-69) age cohorts. Each age cohort was also split evenly by gender, resulting in 15 participants per age × gender cell. Ages did not differ significantly between genders in the younger cohort (Men M = 24.0 years, SD 2.7; Women M = 24.7 years, SD 3.0) or the older cohort (Men M = 66.2 years, SD 2.9; Women M = 64.1 years, SD 3.0)

Apparatus

Vehicle
A 2010 Lincoln MKS with factory installed voice-command systems (SYNC™ for voice control of the phone and media connected by USB and the “next-generation navigation system” with Sirius Travel Link) was selected as a convenient example of a widely available production-level voice interface. The interface is engaged using a “push-to-talk” button on the right side of the steering wheel (see Figure 1). When the voice control interface is active, a display screen in the center stack supplies supporting information on system status and provides information on prompts that the driver may use in dialog with the system. A voice recognition training option is available in the system to optimize system capacity to recognize commands from an individual driver. This system training feature was utilized when a participant was introduced to the system to maximize the capacity of the system to correctly recognize commands from each participant.

An experimenter was seated in the rear of the vehicle and was responsible for providing driving directions, ensuring safe vehicle operation, and verifying that participants understood and followed instructions according to a predefined script. The on-board data acquisition system supported playing recorded audio and the experimenter used a set of F-key presses at predefined points to trigger steps in the experiment. This ensured that primary instructions and tasks were presented in a consistent manner.

Cameras
The vehicle was instrumented with a customized data acquisition system that included six cameras recording simultaneously. The driver face camera, which was used to collect glance behavior, was an AVT Guppy F033C/Kowa LM6NCM with a 6mm lens, which recorded in full color at 15 frames per second.

Route
Highway driving was conducted on roadways in the greater Boston area and divided into four segments. The first segment consisted of a period of approximately 10 minutes of urban driving to reach interstate highway I-93 and continued north on I-93 for an additional 20 minutes to the I-495 intersection. This allowed a total adaptation period of approximately 30 minutes of driving prior to the assessment portion of the study. The second segment consisted of driving south on I-495 and averaged approximately 40 minutes. The third was from a rest area back north on I-495 to I-93, and the fourth was the return on I-93 south. Radio tasks were presented in a counter-balanced order during segments two and three along with other secondary tasks, with the exception that the radio- manual and radio-voice tasks were never presented in the same segment.

Baseline Driving & Secondary Tasks
Participants performed a variety of tasks as part of a larger assessment of in-vehicle interface use during highway driving [16]. This analysis specifically examined periods of single-task driving and a set of radio tuning tasks. The overall baseline driving assessment consists of 7, 2-minute periods of single task driving that were interspersed between secondary task assessments throughout the drive. During specific task performance epochs considered here,
participants were asked to tune the in-vehicle radio to a specific station using both auditory-vocal and traditional visual-manual controls. Radio tuning in each modality was performed twice.

Visual-manual radio tuning consisted of four steps: turning the radio on by pressing the console’s Volume button, pressing a physical Radio button, selecting the FM2 radio band using a software touchscreen button (from among AM, FM1, FM2, Sat1, Sat2, and Sat3), and finally, tuning the system to the desired station.

Auditory-vocal radio tuning also consisted of four steps: pressing a hardware “push-to-talk” button located on the steering wheel, saying “Radio,” saying the desired station frequency (for example, “100.7”), and finally, confirming the selection by saying “Yes.” The system prompted the driver for action at each step in this process; for example, a press of the “push-to-talk” button resulted in the auditory prompt, “Please say a command”.

Data Reduction & Analysis

Glance Coding
The methodology outlined here is based on similar procedures developed by the Crash Avoidance Metrics Partnership (CAMP) Driver Workload Metrics project [1] (see also [19]). Specifically, two research assistants independently coded each radio tuning trial and single-task driving period, labeling a driver’s glance targets according to one of seven categories: road, center stack, rearview mirror, instrument cluster, left window, right window, and other. Glance annotations were compared to check for discrepancies between the coders. A trial was considered discrepant if any of the following occurred: the coders started or ended their coding at different times, the coders described differing numbers of glances, the coders identified a different glance target for a glance, or the timing of a glance differed by more than 200ms. A third coder resolved any discrepancies, making a “final determination” as to which of the original two coders was correct.

Data Analysis
Following NHTSA guidelines for the assessment of visual-manual distraction, any glance off of the forward roadway was considered to be an off-road glance, and was included in the computation of glance metrics, as described below. Subsidiary analyses further subdivided off-road glances into three categories: center stack, “situationallyrelevant” (including glances to the rearview mirror, instrument cluster, right window, and left window), and “other”. Glances to the center stack are taken as a proxy for glances to the radio DVI, as this region contained the traditional style visual-manual radio controls and touchscreen display which actively displayed radio status when active (Figure 1).

Several metrics of glance behavior were computed for each participant and period of interest, including the mean duration of single off-road glances, number of glances, total off-road glance time, time elapsed during task performance, and glances per minute.

NHTSA’s guidelines on the assessment of visual-manual distraction state that, for an assumed sample of 24 participants, at least 21 (the 87.5th percentile) should have a mean off-road glance duration of less than 2.0s, a proportion of long-duration glances (> 2.0s) of less than 15%, and total off-road glance time of less than 12.0s. These metrics were also calculated for inclusion in analyses. Note that when these NHTSA metrics are applied for the purpose of product evaluation, they are to be computed from a sample with a different age composition than the research sample used here. Our interest was in patterns across age cohorts-and so while we report results using the NHTSA metrics, the sample upon which they are based differs from the full sample which NHTSA prescribes (NHTSA prescribes a sample of 24 participants, evenly distributed across genders and four different age groups, 18-24, 25-39, 40-54, 55+ years).

Data were analyzed in R [13] using the lme4 package for linear mixed effect modeling [2]. For the purposes of statistical reporting, model results for individual effects were converted to typical F-statistics. Secondary statistical testing was used as needed and is noted inline in the text. Single-task driving data were analyzed under a mixed-effect model that included age group (as defined by NHTSA’s recommended age categories, described above) and gender as fixed effects. Subject ID was included as a random effect.

Dual-task driving with radio tuning tasks were analyzed under a model that included age group, gender, task modality, and trial number as fixed effects. Subject ID was included as a random effect. Trial number was included as a fixed effect because it was assumed that a learning or familiarity effect would be reflected in task performance.

Results

Single-Task (Baseline) Driving Periods

Mean Single Off-Road Glance Duration
Mean single off-road glance duration during single-task driving periods differed significantly by age group (F(1, 49) = 19.41, p < 0.001), as shown in Figure 2. Older drivers had consistently longer mean glance durations compared to younger drivers. Mean off-road glance duration was not significantly different across genders (F(1, 49) = 2.14, p = 0.150), or the interaction of these factors (F(1, 49) = 0.60, p = 0.444).

![Figure 2. Mean single off-road glance duration during each of the 2-minute single-task driving periods, presented in chronological order per participant. Boxes cover the 1st and 3rd quartiles of the sample, while whiskers visualize 1.5 times beyond the interquartile range. Thick horizontal lines show group medians. Dots show outliers.](image_url)
Glance Frequency (Glances per Minute)

While differences in mean glance duration by age are observed, glance frequencies are relatively similar across age groups, (Older M = 9.5 glances/min, Younger M = 8.8 glances/min; F(1, 49) = 0.25, p = 0.623). This non-significant difference in glance frequency between age groups indicates that older drivers took longer per glance than their younger counterparts, resulting in significantly elevated total off-road glance times (Older M = 15.3s, Younger M = 11.7s; F(1, 49) = 4.84, p = 0.032).

Glance Distributions

Considering subcategories of glances-situationally-relevant targets (described above), center stack (device), and other-we found that the majority of off-road glances during single task (baseline) driving were made to situationally-relevant targets (89.6% across the sample), followed by occasional glances to the center stack (7.9%, or about one per minute), and an additional 2.5% of glances were categorized as “other”. Proportions of off-road glances to situationally-relevant targets were similar between age groups (88.2% for older drivers, 90.6% for younger drivers; V = 282, p = 0.264, Wilcoxon signed rank test), as were miscellaneous glances (2.1% for older drivers, 2.9% for younger drivers; V = 315, p = 0.595). There was an observed difference in the proportion of glances to the center stack (9.7% for older drivers, 6.0% for younger drivers; V = 470, p = 0.025); however, given the sparse frequency of glances to the center stack during single-task driving, this result should be interpreted with caution.

Glance Criterion Statistics

Figure 3 shows a histogram of all off-road glances made during the 14 minutes of single-task driving. The 87.5th percentile of off-road mean single glance duration, which is the criterion percentile in NHTSA’s guidelines for assessing visual-manual distraction during the operation of in-vehicle electronic devices, is 0.94s for the younger cohort and 1.16s for the older cohort, less than the maximum criterion value of 2.0s.

To examine total off-road glance time, glance times were summed per each 2-minute baseline epoch and then averaged per participant (thus each participant has one total off-road glance time metric representing a 2-minute average period). Considering any glance off the forward roadway as an “off-road” glance, the 87.5th percentiles of total off-road glance time were 17.3s for younger drivers and 22.0s for older drivers, which are greater than the criterion value of 12.0s for a “task” of undefined length. However, when situationally-relevant glances are excluded from these calculations, criterion percentiles for total off-road glance times are reduced to 2.6s and 3.1s for younger and older drivers, respectively.

Dual-Task (Radio Tuning) Periods

Task completion time was significantly affected by age (F(1, 51) = 20.64, p < 0.001) and task modality (F(1, 153) = 101.29, p < 0.001). The two factors did not interact (F(1, 153) = 1.11, p = 0.294). Younger participants took 30.2s, on average, to complete the radio tasks, while older participants took 41.6s. Visual-manual radio tuning required 24.1s on average, while auditory-vocal tuning required 46.2s. Age and task modality did not interact significantly (F(1, 153) = 1.11, p = 0.294).

Total off-road glance time was significantly affected by age (F(1, 49) = 28.93, p < 0.001) and task modality (F(1, 153) = 17.93, p < 0.001), though the two factors did not interact (F(1, 153) = 0.72, p = 0.398). On average, younger participants spent 8.5s glancing off-road, while older participants spent 14.6s. Visual-manual radio tuning produced 13.2s of off-road glances, while auditory-vocal tuning produced 9.1s.

Task completion time was also strongly correlated with the total amount of time spent glancing off-road (Pearson’s R = 0.53; t(209) = 9.0, p < 0.001). Therefore, to prevent task completion time from confounding measures of glance behavior, the following analyses consider only mean off-road glance duration and glances per minute, which are not directly linked to task duration.

Mean Single Off-Road Glance Duration

As shown in Figure 5, mean single off-road glance duration was significantly affected by age (Younger M = 0.79s, Older M = 0.98s; F(1, 49) = 17.12, p < 0.001) and by modality (Manual M = 0.99s, Voice M = 0.75s; F(1, 153) = 104.52, p < 0.001). These two factors did not interact significantly.
Glance Frequency (Glances per Minute)
Paralleling the pattern seen during single-task baseline driving periods, the rate of glances per minute was not significantly affected by age (Younger $M = 24.79$ GPM, Older $M = 23.69$ GPM; $F(1, 49) = 0.67$, $p = 0.416$). Glance rate was, however, affected by task modality; participants had an increased number of glances per minute when completing visual-manual radio tuning as compared to the auditory-vocal tuning (Manual $M = 34.08$ GPM, Voice $M = 14.46$ GPM; $F(1, 153) = 670.70$, $p < 0.001$).

Glance Distributions
Figure 6 shows glance allocation histograms for each task modality and age cohort during radio tuning (note that Figure 5 excludes glances to the forward roadway for visualization, while the percentages discussed here include them in the denominator). In contrast to the glance histograms for baseline driving, a large number of off-road glances are made to the center stack. During visual-manual task periods, younger drivers spent 50.5% of the time glancing at the center stack, while older drivers spent 56.6%. During auditory-vocal task periods, younger drivers spent 9.9% of the time glancing at the device screen, and older drivers spent 12.1%. This modality effect also extends to the allocation of situationally-relevant off-road glances: 0.9% for younger drivers performing visual-manual tuning, 2.1% for older drivers performing visual-manual tuning, 6.8% for younger drivers performing auditory-vocal tuning, and 7.9% for older drivers performing auditory-vocal tuning. Tests of mean percentage of situationally-relevant glances per subject and modality show that the greater percentage of situationally-relevant glances during voice tasks was significant ($V = 0$, $p < 0.001$, Wilcoxon signed rank test).

Glance Criterion Statistics
Table 1 shows 87.5th percentiles for mean single off-road glance duration and total-off road glance time, as well as a total off-road glance time metric that excludes situationally-relevant targets from the calculation (in other words, including only glances to the center stack and miscellaneous “other” glances). While both radio tuning modalities in both age groups easily maintain an 87.5th percentile value of less than the 2.0s criterion, only the younger age cohort performing the auditory-vocal tuning task met the 12.0s glance time criterion if it were applied to this sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Task Modality</th>
<th>Mean Glance Time</th>
<th>Total Off-Road Glance Time</th>
<th>Total Off-Road Glance Time, Excluding SR Targets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Younger</td>
<td>Single-Task Driving</td>
<td>0.89s*</td>
<td>21.95s</td>
<td>3.11s*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dual-Task Manual</td>
<td>1.32s*</td>
<td>21.47s</td>
<td>20.65s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dual-Task Vocal</td>
<td>1.05s*</td>
<td>18.11s</td>
<td>14.40s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older</td>
<td>Single-Task Driving</td>
<td>0.80s*</td>
<td>17.32s</td>
<td>2.63s*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dual-Task Manual</td>
<td>1.09s*</td>
<td>12.93s</td>
<td>12.61s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dual-Task Vocal</td>
<td>0.90s*</td>
<td>11.13s*</td>
<td>8.76s*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While the relative proportions of glance allocations among the three categories is overtly different between task modalities (as described above), there is no significant evidence to suggest that the relative proportion of glance allocations differed by age group.
Summary/Conclusions

The results of the present study show that younger and older drivers exhibit some significantly different glance behaviors during highway driving. While both age cohorts make glances off the forward roadway with similar frequency, older drivers, on average, glance longer when they do so. During baseline driving, proportions of glances to situationally-relevant targets, the center stack, and a miscellaneous category were largely similar, with some evidence that the older cohort may have glanced to the center stack slightly more often than the younger cohort. Visual-manual radio tuning tasks took less time to complete than their auditory-vocal equivalents, but resulted in more time spent glancing off-road. Older drivers also took longer to complete secondary tasks than younger drivers, and spent more time glancing off-road. This resulted in a pattern that paralleled the one seen during baseline driving, with older drivers making longer off-road glances, on average, than younger drivers. Glance rates, expressed as glances per minute, were significantly higher during visual-manual task periods, but not statistically different between age cohorts. Auditory-vocal tasks also produced a significantly higher proportion of situationally-relevant off-road glances for both age cohorts.

NHTSA’s guidelines on visual-manual distraction associated with the use of in-vehicle electronic devices specify that, during a task epoch, the 87.5th percentile of total off-road glance time for the sample should not exceed 12.0s. Keeping in mind that the guidelines assume the use of a driving simulator, they define an off-road glance as any glance off of the forward roadway. Applying these guidelines to an averaged 2-minute sample of single-task driving under the actual highway driving conditions in this study, the 87.5th percentile of total off-road glance time was 17.3s for younger drivers and 22.0s for older drivers, both of which are in excess of the 12.0s criterion. However, when situationally-relevant glances, including glances to vehicle mirrors and the instrument cluster, are excluded from the calculation, off-road glance times fall to 2.6s for younger drivers and 3.1s for older drivers. Conversely, total off-road glance time metrics for dual-task periods show much more modest shifts for the visual-manual task periods, regardless of the glance categorization used (note the adjustments to total off-road glance time between columns 4 & 5 in Table 1); shifts in the total glance time metric are more substantive for the voice task periods. This suggests that the NHTSA glance criteria may transfer relatively well in this respect to on-road for visual-manual task assessments. However, a “situationally relevant” adjustment may be worth considering, particularly for voice-command involved tasks, if it is desirable to conduct a test evaluation on the road.

Across all epochs examined in this study, older drivers had longer mean single glance durations than younger drivers, although glance frequencies were relatively similar between age cohorts. This translates into a longer total off-road glance time for the older drivers. The reasons for this consistent difference are not readily apparent in the available data, though they are in keeping with earlier work examining glance behavior [20]. It may be the case that older drivers, having greater driving experience, are simply more comfortable taking their eyes off of the forward roadway for slightly longer periods of time. On the other hand, longer glance times may reflect some combination of visual acuity loss or cognitive slowing in the older cohort. In other words, older drivers may require slightly more time to extract information during a glance away from the roadway, whether to read a sign, assess a traffic pattern, or interact with a DVI.

Consistent with previous findings on the comparative effects of voice interfaces over their manual equivalents, auditory-vocal tasks took longer to complete than visual-manual tasks, but resulted in less time spent glancing off-road [3, 6]. Nevertheless, as Figure 6 makes clear, drivers still spent a considerable amount of time making glances to the center console region. This contradicts the expectation that auditory-vocal interactions are “eyes-free”. There is also some evidence in these data that, during single-task driving periods, older drivers glanced slightly more frequently at the in-vehicle device screen. The center console’s home screen, which was active when a task associated interface was not being actively engaged, showed the driver a live map of the vehicle’s current position. This live animation may have proved slightly more distracting for the older age cohort, who may be less accustomed to this type of responsive map display.

These results highlight the need for a more nuanced consideration of glance behavior during highway driving. Experimental designs and recommendations for guidelines need to consider 1) that visual behaviors may change across the lifespan 2) that glance allocation profiles may differ between simulator settings and real-world driving 3) that not all glances away from the forward roadway are necessarily “off-road” in a situationally relevant context, 4) that auditory-vocal interfaces are not inherently free of visual demand simply because they involve voice, and 5) that a dynamically-changing active display area has the potential to draw attention away from the forward roadway, even during non-task epochs.
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